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Before installation these instructions must be fully read and understood

storAGe And hAndlinG

Valve performance may be adversely affected 
if the valve is stored for an extended period 
without proper protection. Rough handling 
and dirt may damage, deform, or cause 
misalignment of valve parts and may alter 
the pressure setting and adversely affect 
valve performance and seat tightness. it is 
recommended that the valve be stored in the 
original shipping container in a warehouse 
or as a minimum on a dry surface with a 
protective covering until installation. inlet and 
outlet protectors should remain in place until 
the valve is ready to be installed in the system.
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The intent of these instructions is to acquaint 
the user with the storage, installation and 
operation of this product. Please read these 
instructions carefully before installation.

wArninG
Removal of the seal wires in an attempt to adjust 
and/or repair this product by unauthorized or 
unqualified persons voids the product warranty 
and may cause damage to equipment and serious 
injury or death to persons.
The product is a safety related component 
intended for use in critical applications. The 
improper application, installation or maintenance 
of the product or the use of parts or components 
not manufactured by Anderson Greenwood may 
result in a failure of the product.
Any installation, maintenance, adjustment, test, 
etc. performed on the product must be done 
in accordance with the requirements of all 
applicable Anderson Greenwood procedures and 
instructions as well as applicable National and 
International Codes and Standards.

sAFety preCAutions
When the valve is under pressure, never place any 
part of your body near the pilot exhaust nor the 
outlet of the main valve.
The main valve outlet should be piped or vented to 
a safe location.
Always wear proper safety gear to protect head, 
eyes, ears, etc. anytime you are near pressurized 
valves.
Never attempt to remove the valve from a system 
that is pressurized.
Never make adjustments to or perform maintenance 
on the valve while in service unless the valve is 
isolated from the system pressure. If not properly 
isolated from the system pressure, the valve may 
inadvertently open resulting in serious injury.
Remove the valve prior to performing any 
pressure testing of the system.
The safety of lives and property often depends 
on the proper operation of the valve. The valve 
must be maintained according to appropriate 
instructions and must be periodically tested and 
reconditioned to ensure correct function.

1 GenerAl vAlve desCription And 
instruCtions

The anderson greenwood tank blanketing valve 
is a pilot operated piston type valve and uses 
only system pressure for operation and control. 
it consists of a main valve with an integral pilot.
The BV-1 tank blanketing valve is designed to 
reduce inlet pressures of 15 psi to 200 psi to 
regulated tank pressures from 0.5” WC to 6.0 psig.
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3 bv-1 MAin vAlve

3.1 disassembly
The inlet piping must be removed to disassemble 
the main valve in the field, otherwise remove the 
valve and disassemble it in the shop.
3.1.1 Place the body in a vise and loosen the 

nozzle bushing (40). if the nozzle bushing 
has an inlet flange (110) installed, it does 
not need to be removed to maintain the 
main valve. Unscrew the bushing slowly 
as the piston spring (60) is pushing the 
piston (20) against it. inspect the inside 
corner of the nozzle face. it is a sealing 
face and nicks or scratches may cause 
leaks from the main valve seal.

3.1.2 Remove the piston seal O-ring (100). 
Unscrew the seat retainer/flow cage (30) 
from the piston (20). The seat O-ring (90) 
can then be removed.

wArninG
Clamp the piston only on the larger outside 
diameter adjacent to the seat retainer/flow cage. 
Avoid clamping or scratches anywhere along the 
piston’s outside diameter surfaces either side of 
the O-ring groove. Scratches anywhere on these 
surfaces may create gall points on the sliding 
surface.

2.2 Assembly
assemble in the reverse order of disassembly. 
all static O-ring seals, screw threads, and spring 
washer pivot points should be lightly greased 
with Dow Corning no. 33 Silicone grease or its 
equivalent. Pipe threads should be wrapped 
with PTFe tape or sparingly coated with an 
appropriate thread sealing compound. Observe 
the following when assembling the BV-1 pilot.
2.2.1 The nozzle retainer (230), seat o-ring 

(220), nozzle (130), sleeve (150), cross 
bar (210), and spindle (180) must be 
preassembled before installation into the 
body. Refer to Figure 2.

2.2.2 Place the pilot nozzle seal O-ring (240) 
into the base of the pilot cavity in the body 
(10). Put the pilot sleeve spring (140), pilot 
O-ring retainer (160), sleeve seal O-ring 
(170), nozzle retainer spring (200), and the 
nozzle/sleeve subassembly into the body 
plug (120). insert this assembly carefully 
into the pilot cavity, taking care to put the 
spindle (180) through the hole in the body 
before tightening the plug into place.
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2 bv-1 pilot

Reference Figures 1 and 2
2.1 disassembly
2.1.1 Depressurize the unit and back off the 

adjusting screw (490) on the spring bonnet 
(450) to relieve spring compression. 
Remove the case bolts (270 and 300) to 
access the sense diaphragm (360).

2.1.2 loosen the plug (120) from the bottom 
of the body (10) and slowly remove it. 
There is a spring (140) pushing against it. 
The remainder of the pilot internal parts 
should be free to fall out once the spring is 
removed. To disassemble the sleeve (150) 
from the nozzle (130), remove the spindle 
(180) and crossbar (210). To remove the 
O-ring seat (220), push the nozzle retainer 
(230) toward the small end of the nozzle 
(130) to expose the O-ring for removal.

2.1.3 if there is tubing on the side of the valve 
opposite the port identification, the BV-1 
has the internal purge option. The purge 
orifice may be inspected by removing 
the tube fitting (510) at the pilot end of 
the valve body. The orifice is in the ⅛ 
nPT socket head pipe plug (590) behind 
the tube fitting. an additional orifice is 
located inside the sense port at the back. 
(Refer to Figure 4)

wArninG
These orifices must be in place or replaced by 
plugs for the BV-1 to operate properly. If they are 
omitted, the valve will flow full open.

2.2.3 insert the diaphragm case seal O-ring 
(260) into the groove in the body flange 
before replacing the lower diaphragm 
case (350). Check that the O-rings (380) 
are in place on the seal bolts (390) before 
fastening the diaphragm case to the body 
flange.

2.2.4 Preassemble the diaphragm (360) 
between the diaphragm plates (370) with 
the bolt (430), lock washer (320), spring 
washer (410), actuator seal (610), and 
actuator (250), and place it into the lower 
case.

2.2.5 install the PTFe strip gasket (340) in 
position on the lower diaphragm case 
(350), placing adhesive side against the 
lower diaphragm case. Begin at the large 
bolt hole in the case and work around 
the case keeping the gasket inside the 
bolt holes, approximately ⅛”, and end 
by crossing the gasket over its own start 
point with approximately ½” overlap.
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4 AdjustMents

There are no adjustments required on the BV-1 
main valve. Only one adjustment is required
on the BV-1 pilot.

4.1 set pressure adjustment
The set pressure adjustment screw (490) is 
accessible when the protective cap (500) is 
removed. Clockwise rotation of the screw 
increases the set pressure. all pressure 
adjustments should be made slowly to prevent 
overshooting the desired pressure.
The Tank Blanketing Valve can be closed by 
turning the adjustment screw counterclockwise 
until pressure set spring (440) is fully relaxed.

CAution
The recommended set pressure range of the 
spring is stamped on the pilot nameplate (550) 
adjustment below the lower limit will result in 
poor performance. Adjustment above the upper 
limit may compress the spring to solid height, 
forcing the pilot open, resulting in uncontrolled 
flow from the main valve.

5 bv-1 perForMAnCe test proCedure

Connect the valve to a test drum as shown in 
Figure 3 and test for the following:

5.1 tight shutoff
Back the set pressure adjusting screw out 
until the spring is relaxed. apply approximately 
30 psig to the inlet port. There should be 
no leaking at the sense or outlet ports as 
determined by a zero reading on the sense 
pressure gage when the vent is closed.

note
if the BV-1 has the optional purge installed, there will 
be leakage unless the purge orifices are temporarily 
replaced with pipe plugs to prevent all flow.
Repeat the test with 100 psig applied to the inlet port. 
There should be no leakage at the sense or outlet 
ports or any gasketed joint as determined using leak 
test solution.

5.2 performance test
With 100 psig still on the inlet, raise the 
pressure in the sense drum to approximately 
the middle of the spring range.
5.2.1 Turn the adjusting screw in until audible 

flow is detected. Turn the screw in further 
until the main valve opens. Then back the 
screw out to close the valve.

5.2.2 With the pilot and main valve closed, 
recheck for seat leakage at the valve 
outlet and for external leakage. 
no observable seat leakage shall occur 
for a minimum of 10 seconds and there 
shall be no external leakage.

3.2 Assembly
assemble in reverse order of disassembly. 
lightly lubricate O-rings, screw threads (except 
for the threads on the seat retainer/flow cage), 
and the coated body bore with Dow Corning 
no. 33 Silicone grease or its equivalent.
Pipe threads should be wrapped with PTFe tape 
or coated sparingly with an appropriate thread 
sealing compound.
Observe the following when assembling the 
main valve.
3.2.1 Place the O-ring seat (90) into the end of 

the piston (20). Thread the seat retainer/
flow cage (30) into the piston, while 
observing the clamping WaRning from 
paragraph 3.1.2. install the piston seal 
(100) into the O-ring groove.

3.2.2 insert the seat retainer/flow cage (with 
the holes) of the piston/seal assembly 
into the nozzle bushing (40), place the 
piston spring (60) into rear skirt of the 
piston and guide the combination into 
the valve body compressing the spring. 
Screw the bushing tightly into the body to 
prevent its loosening.

note
if a scratch is detected anywhere on the outside 
diameter surfaces along the piston on either side of 
the O-ring (see WaRning in paragraph 3.1.2) orient 
the scratch so that it is up (opposite of the outlet). This 
position can be maintained during bushing installation 
by pushing the piston while screwing the bushing.

3.1.3 The screen filter (50) is permanently 
swaged into the seat retainer/flow 
cage and cannot be removed without 
destroying it. This stainless steel mesh 
screen protects the pilot orifice in the 
piston. if the screen is so clogged that it 
affects the operation of the blanketing 
valve and cannot be adequately cleaned 
with solvent or by other means, it may be 
pried out and replaced. after the screen 
is removed from the seat retainer/flow 
cage, the swaged in dents around the 
recess must be removed to accept a new 
screen. This may be done by placing the 
seat retainer/flow cage on a cushioned 
surface and tapping a rod sideways to 
bend them out or cutting them out in a 
lathe. Take care not to enlarge the recess 
or the new screen may not be properly 
retained. after seating a new filter in 
place, hold it permanently against closing 
impacts by swaging at least 4 dimples 
around the edge with a center punch. To 
prevent reoccurrence of this problem, an 
after market in-line filter in the supply 
line just before the valve will keep the 
piston filter from becoming clogged.

wArninG
If the purge orifices have been replaced by plugs 
to check leakage, replace them before putting the 
valve in service. The valve will not be internally 
protected from corrosive tank vapors.
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8 MAin vAlve piston AsseMblies

Main valve pistons and seat retainer/flow cages are available in the sizes shown. The number and 
size of the holes in the seat retainer/flow cage skirt determines the percent of maximum flow 
each will permit.

part description part number number of holes
10% cage 06.3769.010 1
30% cage 06.3769.030 2
50% cage 06.3769.050 3
70% cage 06.3769.070 4
100% cage 06.3769.100 6
110% cage 06.3769.110 6
Piston 06.3679.003 n/a

bv-1 soft goods - .5”wC to 6 psig
Fluorosilicone/FkM (std.) 06.2991.001
nBR 06.2991.002
ePR/ePDM 06.2991.003

all BV-1 Tank valves 06.2991.010
Field addition of purge option

7 sprinG rAnGe

The kits listed below are available from stock. To order, specify the part number for the 
appropriate kit.

part number pressure range Material rate (#/in)
03.1841.002 0.5” - 1.4”WC 316 Stainless steel 5
03.1842.002 1.2” - 4.0”WC 316 Stainless steel 9
03.1843.002 3.5” - 10”WC 316 Stainless steel 19
03.1844.002 8” - 18”WC 316 Stainless steel 32
03.1845.002 15” - 29”WC 316 Stainless steel 63
03.1846.002 0.6 - 1.4 psig 316 Stainless steel 125
03.1847.002 1.3 - 3.1 psig 316 Stainless steel 275
03.1848.002 2.3 - 3.5 psig 316 Stainless steel 550
03.1849.002 3.0 - 6.0 psig 316 Stainless steel 1000

1. Part no. also denotes material: .001 = CS, .002 = SS, .003 = inconel® (when available)

6 soFt Goods repAir kit And Conversion kit

The kits listed below are available from stock. To order, specify the part number for the 
appropriate kit.
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bv-1 tAnk blAnketinG vAlve MAteriAls
item no. description Cs sst and nACe
10 Body (flanged)[1] SST Sa351-CF8M/STl Sa105 SST Sa351-CF8M/Sa182-F316
20 Piston SST Sa479-316/316l SST Sa479-316/316l
30 Retainer-seat/flow cage SST a479-316/316l SST a479-316/316l
40 Bushing-nozzle SST Sa479-316/316l SST Sa479-316/316l
50 Screen-filter SST-316 SST-316
60 Spring-piston SST-316 SST-316
80 Seal-nozzle bushing (126) FkM[2] FkM[2]

90 Seat-main valve (213) FkM[2] FkM[2]

100 Seal-piston (120) Fluorosilicone[2] Fluorosilicone[2]

110 Flange-inlet STl Sa-105 SST Sa182-F316
120 Plug-body STl a108-1018 SST a479-316/316l
130 nozzle-pilot SST a479-316/316l SST a479-316/316l
140 Spring-pilot sleeve SST-302 SST-302
150 Sleeve-pilot SST a479-316/316l SST a479-316/316l
160 Retainer-O-ring pilot SST a276-316/316l SST a276-316/316l
170 Seal-pilot sleeve (014) Fluorosilicone[2] Fluorosilicone[2]

180 Spindle-pilot SST a276-316/316l SST a276-316/316l
190 Seal-body plug (122) FkM[2] FkM[2]

200 Spring-nozzle retainer SST-316 SST-316
210 Bar-cross SST a276-304 SST a276-304
220 Seat-pilot (013) Fluorosilicone[2] Fluorosilicone[2]

230 Retainer-pilot nozzle SST a479-316/316l SST a479-316/316l
240 Seal-pilot nozzle (019) Fluorosilicone[2] Fluorosilicone[2]

250 actuator-pilot STl-12l14 SST a479-316/316l
260 Seal-diaphragm case (228) FkM[2] FkM[2]

270 Bolt SST-18-8 SST-18-8
280 nut SST-18-8 SST-18-8
290 Washer-lock SST-18-8 SST-18-8
300 Bolt SST-18-8 SST-18-8
310 nut SST-18-8 SST-18-8
320 Washer-lock SST-18-8 SST-18-8
340 gasket-diaphragm case PTFe strip PTFe strip
350 Case-diaphragm STl a36 SST a240-304
360 Diaphragm PTFe PTFe
370 Plate-pressure sense STl-1010 SST 302/304
380 Seal-body bolt (010) FkM[2] FkM[2]

390 Bolt-seal SST-18-8 SST-18-8
400 nut-swage SST SST
410 Washer-spring STl leaded aX SST a276-316/316l
420 Bolt SST-18-8 SST-18-8
430 Bolt SST-18-8 SST-18-8
440 Spring SST-316 SST-316
450 Bonnet assy. SST Sa351-CF8M SST Sa351-CF8M
460 Washer-spring STl a108-1213 SST a479-316/316l
470 Vent Zytel Zytel
480 nut-lock SST a479-316/316l SST a479-316/316l
490 Screw-press. adjust. SST-304 SST-304
500 Cap-pilot bonnet STl-leaded a582-303
510 Fitting-¼ nPT SST-316 SST-316
520 Tubing-⅜” OD SST a269-TP316 SST a269-TP316

notes
• inconel® is a registered trademark of international 

nickel Company.
1. Threaded bodies are Sa351-CF8M as standard.
2. Standard Fluorosilicone/FkM soft goods.
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bv-1 tAnk blAnketinG vAlve MAteriAls
item no.  description Cs sst and nACe
530 nameplate-main valve SST-304 SST-304
540 Screw-drive SST-18-8 SST-18-8
550 nameplate-pilot SST-304 SST-304
560 nut SST-18-8 SST-18-8
570 Washer-lock SST-316 SST-316
580 Tag-warning Paper w/wire Paper w/wire
590 Orifice-purge SST-316 SST-316
600 gasket-bonnet FkM[2] FkM[2]

610 Seal-actuator PTFe PTFe
620 Plug ⅛” nPT SST-a479-316/316l SST-a479-316/316l
630 Plug ¼” nPT SST-a479-316/316l SST-a479-316/316l

FigURe 1
low pressure tank blanketing valve

notes
1. Threaded bodies are Sa351-CF8M as standard.
2. Standard Fluorosilicone/FkM soft goods.
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FigURe 2
Tank blanketing valve pilot internals

Set pressure adjusting screw

Supply pressure

Test drum
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Vent

Sense pressure

FigURe 3
Test setup for tank blanketing valve
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Sense port 1” FnPT

⅛” nPT purge orifice plug

FigURe 4
Purge option details

neither emerson, emerson automation Solutions, nor any of their affiliated entities assumes responsibility for the selection, use or maintenance of any product. 
Responsibility for proper selection, use, and maintenance of any product remains solely with the purchaser and end user.

anderson greenwood is a mark owned by one of the companies in the emerson automation Solutions business unit of emerson electric Co. emerson automation 
Solutions, emerson and the emerson logo are trademarks and service marks of emerson electric Co. all other marks are the property of their respective owners.

The contents of this publication are presented for informational purposes only, and while every effort has been made to ensure their accuracy, they are not to be 
construed as warranties or guarantees, express or implied, regarding the products or services described herein or their use or applicability. all sales are governed by 
our terms and conditions, which are available upon request. We reserve the right to modify or improve the designs or specifications of such products at any time without 
notice.
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